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URBAN STAY OFFERS IN-HOUSE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

PODDAPP - REVOLUTIONISING IN-HOUSE OPTIONS 

 New tablet computers are provided in every Urban Stay apartment to increase guest satisfaction 

Urban Stay has begun to introduce brand new PoddApp tablet computers to all of its 62 

apartments throughout Central London.  These tablets allow the user to book restaurants, shows, 

and even taxis right from its easy to use home screen.  

As the user base grows Urban Stay will also begin to introduce service ticket capability so guests 

can report service issues at the touch of a button.  Finally, electronic versions of Urban Stay's 

welcome guides are being developed with interactive menus, walking guides, and how-to 

information for all of the amenities available inside each apartment.   

Mr. James Swift, Urban Stay's Director of Business Development and Operations said: “The 

London property market is extremely buoyant, and serviced apartments are becoming more and 

more the business traveller's first choice.  There is very little that one can do though to capture 

these seasoned traveller's interest but with our tremendous guest support team providing in-

person service at the highest level, coupled with these in-room tablets, we feel that we've 

definitely set ourselves apart.  These new tablets are going to revolutionize our unique guest 

experience by offering a plethora of things to see and do in London, all bookable at the touch of 

a button!" 

Ms. Jenny Dreiling, Urban Stay's Director of Finance and Marketing added: “The PoddApp is 

the most cost-effective solution of its kind in the market.  This will allow us to offer our guests a 

completely unique experience.  It is already driving down costs and making life easier for those 

not as familiar with navigating London as a more seasoned professional." 

Urban Stay, which has its headquarters in London, was founded only a little over three years ago. 

The company quickly expanded into the corporate serviced apartment market with a number of 

enviably located flats in the Liverpool Street area off Bishopsgate. Urban Stay has now expanded 

this base to offer two blocks in Liverpool Street, two blocks in Monument, three in Notting Hill, 

and now a new block in the heart of Victoria. This newest guest offering comes at an exciting 

time for this young company and couldn't have been possible without a strong team behind it. 
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